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Producing Maka: Hybridisation and Dialogue in Academic
Filmmaking
Rachel Johnson

Film Studies, University of Leeds

ABSTRACT
Academic filmmaking has become a rich area of practice and
inquiry, driving debates about academic rigour, affect, social
impact, and knowledge production. While scholars have
increasingly sought to expand their practice beyond strict,
‘academic’ modes of filmmaking, little attention has been paid to
the ways diverse approaches to film production may also offer
opportunities for creative practice that extends beyond the
academy. This article explores the production model
underpinning Maka, a documentary biopic of Geneviéve
Makaping and product of intensive collaboration between
academic and industry-based filmmakers. Drawing on interviews
with the film’s producers, Graziano Chiscuzzu and Ermanno
Guida, I explore Maka’s status as a hybrid film, a dialogic project
in which multiple positions and voices intersect. I trace the
filmmakers’ negotiation of funding and prestige – from university
grants to legitimation at film festivals – as well as their use of
techniques such as retroscripting to cultivate a dialogic
filmmaking process. I also discuss the ethos of social commitment
that appears to unite both academic and documentary
filmmaking, and explore avenues for expanding and measuring
social impact through film distribution. I conclude that Maka
offers an important case study of academic-industry
hybridization, permitting further interrogation of the boundaries
between the two spheres.

SOMMARIO
Il cinema accademico è diventato un’area di practica e indagine
molto ricca, guidando dibattiti sul rigore accademico, l’affetto,
l’impatto sociale e la produzione di conoscenza. Nonostante la
continua espansione della pratica oltre le modalità di produzione
strettamente ’accademica’, poca attenzione è stata prestata ai
modi in cui approcci diversi alla produzione cinematografica
possono offrire opportunità per una pratica creativa che si
estende oltre l’accademia. Questo articolo esplora il modello di
produzione alla base di Maka, un film biografico su Geneviéve
Makaping e prodotto di un’intensa collaborazione tra produttori
sia accademici che industriali. Attigendo alle interviste ai
produttori del film, Graziano Chiscuzzu ed Ermanno Guida,
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esploro lo status di Maka come film ibrido, un progetto dialogico in
cui si intersecano molteplici posizioni, identità e voci. Ripercorro la
negoziazione di finanziamento e prestigio da parte dei produttori,
dalle borse universitarie alla legitimazione ai film festival, e l’uso
di techniche come il retroscripting per coltivare un processo
dialogico nella produzione del film. Discuto anche l’etica
dell’impegno sociale che sembra unire sia il cinema accademico
che quello documentaristico, ed esploro le strade per espandere
e misurare l’impatto sociale attraverso la distribuzione dei film.
Concludo che Maka si dimostra come un caso importante
dell’ibridazione accademico-industriale, consentendo un ulteriore
interrogatorio dei confini tra le due sfere.

Introduction

In recent years, academic filmmaking – the production of films as a mode of academic
research – has become a rich area of practice and inquiry, driving debates about
scholarly rigour, social commitment, aesthetics and affect, and regimes of knowledge
production.1 Central to such debates is the negotiation of two spheres of practice,
academic inquiry and professional (or industry-based) filmmaking. These spheres are
often associated with two different, although not necessarily opposed, registers, the
‘explanatory’ and the ‘poetic’.2 They are also traditionally accompanied by differing
production and distribution cultures. We might note, for example, the importance of
university or research council funding to many academic filmmaking projects, while
industry-based films often secure funding from commercial investment, state funding,
and third-sector grants. Increasingly, academic filmmakers have interrogated and
sought to traverse the borders between the two spheres. This finds its most common
expression in a growing exploration of the aesthetic, sensual, and affective dimensions
of academic filmmaking.3 However, little attention has been paid to the ways in which
academic filmmaking might create dialogues with industry-based practices through
hybrid models of production and distribution.4

Maka, a documentary biopic of Italian-Cameroonian writer and anthropologist
Geneviéve Makaping, is underpinned by one such model. While conceived by
academic filmmaker Simone Brioni and funded by Stony Brook University, the
documentary was also the product of extensive collaboration with actors in the film
industry – above all, the production company 5e6: producer Ermanno Guida and
director Elia Moutamid. The project is driven by a commitment to address diverse
audiences, suggesting that the film’s distribution will, like its production, bridge
academic and industry contexts – for example, exhibition settings such as universities
and film festivals. As such, Maka presents an ideal opportunity to extend interrogations
of the boundaries between academic and industry-based modes of filmmaking, adding
a much-needed focus on the ‘off-screen’ lives of such films: their production,
distribution, and reception.5

While Maka was undergoing its first edit, I interviewed Ermanno Guida and Graziano
Chiscuzzu, founder of 5e6. I learned of the ethos underpinning Maka, the motivations
behind the producers’ involvement, their hopes for the film, and the practicalities of its
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production. Drawing on these discussions, I explore Maka’s status as a hybrid academic–
industry film, a dialogic project in which multiple positions and voices intersect. I trace
three moments in the film’s production and hoped-for distribution that highlight
productive avenues of hybridisation and dialogue between academic and industry
contexts. First, I discuss the background of the film’s production. Here, the filmmakers’
negotiation of different contexts underscores the contrasting funding models and
frameworks of prestige particular to academic and industry-based documentary
filmmaking; yet, ultimately, the two modes find unity in a shared ethos of social
commitment.

I then reflect on Maka as a dialogic film project, informed by and emanating from
various filmmaking positions, voices, and desired audiences. I outline how the
filmmakers’ approach to writing and filming sought to facilitate and extend its
dialogic dimension through techniques such as retroscripting – the use of
improvisation around a template script – and casting not only Makaping, but Brioni
and Moutamid in the film, creating a ‘trajectory of gazes’ inspired by Makaping’s own
writings.6 I conclude by discussing Chiscuzzu’s and Guida’s hopes for the film’s
distribution, which I consider through David Whiteman’s coalition model of political
impact, suggesting further avenues for dialogue and social change in hybrid modes
of filmmaking.

Positioning Maka: Hybrid Production Models

Maka’s hybridity begins with the hyphenated identities of key figures in the film’s
production. Such figures occupy positions at the intersection between academic,
creative, and industrial contexts, blurring the boundaries between them. Geneviéve
Makaping traverses many forms of hyphenation – from cultural hyphenation, her
‘kaleidoscopic identity’, to her status as an academic and journalist.7 Meanwhile, Brioni,
who conceived and wrote Maka, is situated in the interstitial position of academic-
filmmaker. Like Maka, Brioni’s previous films were written and produced while he was
working at higher educational institutions: he co-created Aulò (2012) and Fourth Road
(2012) while a PhD scholar at Warwick University, and now makes Maka as an associate
professor at Stony Brook University.8 As Catherine Grant recently observed, the
hyphenated identity of academic-filmmaker requires one to negotiate diverse and
sometimes contradictory frameworks and values, such as those set out by one’s
employing institution, research councils, and one’s peers in both academic and creative
contexts, as well as standards set by industry gatekeepers such as awards juries and
film festivals.9

The negotiation of different contexts and frameworks was a prevalent theme in my
interview with Chiscuzzu, whose position of filmmaker-academic mirrors Brioni’s.
(Chiscuzzu teaches film at the Libera Accademia Belle Arti, Brescia.) This negotiation
began with the funding and support that enabled the Maka project. Maka was directly
financed through a grant from Stony Brook University, making the institution the film’s
primary funder, and thus positioning it within the academic sphere. When discussing
possible influences of the funding on the production process, Chiscuzzu and Guida
contrasted academic and industry funding models, and the implications of each.
Chiscuzzu described how, as an academic film supported by a university grant, Maka
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was produced in a shorter time than most documentaries – approximately one year. In
contrast with Maka, industry-based documentary filmmakers typically dedicate four or
five years to production, developing a project at film laboratories, or securing
additional funding through industry grants and pitching forums.

Yet the primary implication of each model lies in its association with different networks
of prestige and distribution. In academic filmmaking, legitimacy is afforded through
research grants such as the one Brioni secured and recognition in academic forums
such as conferences and journals. The primary gatekeepers, then, are research funders,
academic peers, and publishers. Meanwhile, in the documentary film industry, the
primary gatekeepers are film festivals such as the International Documentary Festival
Amsterdam (IDFA) and HotDocs (Toronto). Much more than exhibition sites, in the last
twenty-five years documentary film festivals have come to wield ever greater influence
over the production of documentary films, becoming key funding forums, co-
production platforms, and financers as well as markets and distribution platforms for
this mode of filmmaking.10 Indeed, Chiscuzzu described the imperative to involve
festivals in projects from their outset, framing this as a hidden criterion that governs
recognition and distribution of films: ‘if you want to go to festivals, if you want to
follow that path, you have to follow these unwritten rules… participating in labs, […]
pitching forums, and so on’. Chiscuzzu and I shared concerns that this arrangement
risks creating a ‘closed circuit’ in which films created under alternative production
models, and perhaps with different ethical or aesthetic values, risk exclusion from
significant avenues of circulation.11

Although directly financed through a university grant, industry support has also been
essential to the Maka project. Chiscuzzu explained that over half of the support required
to realiseMakawas provided through the in-kind contribution of industry actors. This was
primarily through the support of the 5e6 production team and crew, and Guida’s
contribution as producer. Additional crew members such as first assistant camera,
sound designer, and gaffer were engaged through Chiscuzzu’s professional networks,
and paid a symbolic fee for their participation. Thus, Maka was made possible through
direct and indirect funding from both university and industry actors, as well as the
activation of Brioni’s academic and the producers’ professional networks, hybridising
the film’s production model.

While distant from the profit-based investment model of commercial productions and
adjacent to the ‘festival documentary’ developed through film festival grants, forums, and
labs, Maka’s reliance on in-kind industry support is not unique.12 Situating the film within
the production philosophy of its creators and other academic-industry hybrid
documentaries, we can identify a common feature driving both academic and industry-
based documentary filmmaking: a not-for-profit, socially committed ethos that sustains
practices of reduced cost, in-kind or entirely voluntary collaboration. Guida described
the Maka project as one guided by ‘passion’, ‘friendship’, and an ethics of social
commitment. He characterised his ethos towards this kind of filmmaking as an attempt
to ‘make another drop in the ocean’ by raising awareness of social issues. Chiscuzzu,
meanwhile, orientated his practice as a producer and filmmaker in relation to his desire
to make films ‘with a particular view on reality, on contemporary society and how this
world is continuously changing’. Chiscuzzu extended this approach to 5e6’s production
philosophy:
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The point of contact of all [our] projects is the fact that they are really necessary and
important stories. […] When you work in this field you spend a lot of time and a lot of
energy, and you do this only because you believe in it, not because you are going to be rich.

The drive to make ‘necessary and important stories’ out of personal commitment
animates Maka, motivating the in-kind support and industry involvement that
underpins the film. While documentary filmmaker and scholar Steve Thomas argues
that academic filmmaking is characterised by greater autonomy, ethical standards, and
self-reflexivity than industry-based productions, the model that sustains Maka suggests
a greater commonality between the two modes.13 Thomas states that ‘when industrial
or other constraints on your freedom as a filmmaker fall away, you are inevitably
forced back onto your own ethical values’.14 The case of Maka shows that this is
possible in hybrid projects too. A strict demarcation between academic and industry-
led filmmaking need not exist, particularly in the field of documentary film where, as
we have seen, personal commitment can be a central motivator for participation. Thus,
while potentially at risk of exclusion from an increasingly closed system of film festival
legitimation, the funding model and ethos that sustains Maka suggests alternative,
hybrid approaches to documentary filmmaking that bridge academic and industry
contexts, creating space for new forms of dialogue between the two spheres.

Making Maka: Dialogic Collaboration

Maka’s hybrid foundations have afforded both the making of the film and the film’s on-
screen ‘text’ a dialogic quality. Both Chiscuzzu and Guida highlighted the importance of
professionalising the writing, filming, and editing of Maka, which they contrasted with
their previous collaborations with Brioni on Aulò (2012) and Fourth Road (2012). The
trio’s previous films were, Guida explained, marked by a profound sense of non-
hierarchical collaboration, with Brioni, Chiscuzzu, Guida, and sometimes the film’s
subjects sharing several filmmaking roles, writing, directing, editing, and producing the
films together. Guida explained that Maka was made according to a more standardised
film production model, with a clearer division of labour. In this arrangement, Brioni
wrote the treatment (an outline of scenes or episodes) for the film, with 5e6 and a few
external crew members producing, and Guida line producing, the film. Meanwhile, the
introduction of a professional director, Elia Moutamid, has further hybridised Maka, and
launched a collaboration among 5e6, Brioni, Makaping, and Moutamid that has proven
vital to the film’s dialogic dimension.

The professionalisation of the film’s production and the division of roles that it entails
has altered but not diminished the collaborative quality of Maka in comparison with
Fourth Road and Aulò. Filmmakers’ roles, while formally divided, have not been rigid.
The initial treatment, for example, underwent intense, collaborative revision by Brioni
and Moutamid, with guidance from Chiscuzzu. This collaboration prioritised the
translation of the film’s narrative into an artistic, visual mode. The filmmakers sought to
maintain Brioni’s intellectual and multi-layered treatment of Makaping’s story while
introducing the voice of the director and an address to an implied non-academic
audience. This collaboration represented a balancing of academic-explanatory and
professional-poetic modes of filmmaking, negotiating once more academic and
industry-based spheres of practice. The primary challenge was thus to create a film in
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which Moutamid’s directorial voice and aesthetic vision would find expression while
staying true to Maka’s academic roots.

The use of a treatment rather than a fully determined script further enabled Maka to
create space for different voices. Indeed, much of the production process after writing
involved ‘working with the characters to find their own spaces in the story, their own
stories’, Chiscuzzu explained. To this end, several lines were left unscripted, with the
film’s dialogue emerging as a choral improvisation between three ‘characters’:
Makaping, Moutamid, and Brioni. This technique, ‘retroscripting’, allows filmmakers to
improvise dialogue during filming, limiting the risk of a script (and, indeed, a particular
authorial vision) ‘overdetermin[ing] the production process’.15 Retroscripting permits a
film to emerge out of a dialogic and relatively spontaneous encounter between writers,
director(s), and actors. The production of Maka’s treatment and final dialogues
therefore retained a spontaneous and collaborative ethos, enabling a variety of voices
to emerge both in writing and on set.

This intersecting presence of different figures, voices and – perhaps most crucially –
gazes, is the result of the film’s hybridisation as an academic and industry-led work. On
the one hand, Maka’s dialogic quality is grounded in the intellectual foundations of the
film, its basis on Makaping’s life and her book, Traiettorie di sguardi: E se gli altri foste
voi? Guida described the decision to construct a trajectory of gazes within the film
itself, presenting the three figures and even the cinematic apparatus. The film, like the
production process, thus constructs a meeting of different perspectives, as well as
cultural heritages and voices – the latter also resulting in the inclusion of different
languages, such as Arabic, English, and Italian. This reflects and extends the dialogic
quality of Maka’s production, creating a film that expresses ‘the interaction and
dialogical interanimation of voices, stratified by an infinite range of languages (social,
generic, professional, and national), dialects and accents’.16

Yet the decision to include figures such as Moutamid in the film’s narrative was also
motivated by production concerns. Chiscuzzu described Moutamid’s appearance in
front of the camera as an expression of the director’s typically autobiographical style, a
style in which ‘his voice is the voice of the movie’. Continuing this trope in Maka,
although complicating it through the inclusion of other voices, helps situate the film
within the director’s oeuvre, thus responding to the well-documented structural
function of the author in film marketing, distribution, and audience expectation.17

Moreover, both Guida and Chiscuzzu underlined the contribution of Moutamid’s
presence as a second-generation Moroccan migrant, and Brescian, to the rich
intersection of perspectives in Maka. Reflecting on generating audience interest
through Moutamid’s involvement, Chiscuzzu described the importance of the director’s
presence to the reception of his previous films, expressing a hope that a similar effect
could be produced with Maka. Chiscuzzu stated that many audiences attended
screenings of films such as Kufid (2020) not only to see the film, but to attend Q&As
with Moutamid, to hear more about his story of cross-cultural identity. In Maka, such
narratives multiply, likely creating greater audience appeal: as Chiscuzzu explained,
constructing the film as an encounter between Moutamid and Makaping ‘add[ed]
layers of interest to the story’, creating a dialogic and intercultural narrative of ‘a
second-generation migrant in Italy [Moutamid] telling the story of another migrant,
another Afro-descendent [Makaping]’.
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Conclusion: Looking towards Distribution

Considerations of audience were at the forefront of my conversations with Guida and
Chiscuzzu, both of whom hoped for a broad, cross-sectional reach for Maka. For Guida,
the primary motivation for, and challenge of, making the film has been to expand the
audience for stories such as Makaping’s – an extension of the social commitment
discussed earlier. Meanwhile, when discussing 5e6’s ethos, Chiscuzzu turned almost
immediately to the question of audience, stating in its importance in absolute terms: ‘if
you are not able to speak to the people, your movie is useless’. The ‘people’ Chiscuzzu
refers to are outside of the filmmakers’ social and ideological sphere. He continued, ‘we
should speak to the people who think completely the opposite…My dream is to show
this [film] also to the people who are not used to thinking about equality and the
concepts that the movie brings with it’. He described this as one of the main
motivations for producing films, explaining that his participation depends upon the
possibility ‘to show [a] movie to someone on the other side of the river’. Without this
possibility, he is unlikely to participate.

The aim to reach a wide audience is an extension of Maka and its makers’ production
philosophy: audience intrigue and empathy are invoked not for profitability, but for social
purpose. The intention to ‘make another drop in the ocean’ and ‘speak across the river’
suggests the social impact ethos behind the project. Such concerns also inform
distribution plans for Maka: while hopeful of festival and online distribution, Guida told
me that the filmmakers do not intend to ‘sell [the film] to the best offer’, but to a
distributor who would help them ‘find the right audience’. This distributor, he
continued, would share the producers’ commitment to the project and to creating
social change. Theorising impact remains complex, and some studies suggest that
conceiving an audience only as individual citizens might limit understandings of a
film’s social effects. David Whiteman proposes a ‘coalition model’ of impact that begins
from the effects of making a film on its creators and participants, then traces impact
through distribution and reception.18 Decentring the traditional focus on individual
audience members, this model includes ‘producers, participants, activist organisations
[and] decision makers’.19 If Maka’s production is underpinned by dialogue between
practitioners from diverse academic, professional, and socio-cultural contexts, further
research might consider the impact of the dialogues enabled by the making of the
film. How have the dialogues that sustained the project influenced those who
participated in its creation?

Finally, following Whiteman’s contention that apprehending impact only in relation to
a mainstream audience ‘may actually prove to direct our attention to the circumstances
under which film is least likely to have an impact’ (Italics in original), the importance of
considering a range of exhibition contexts and audience groups becomes clear.20 What
conversations might Maka’s screenings enable, between which groups? How might
further dialogue, with broad or targeted audiences, academics, activists, decision
makers, individuals, or other filmmakers, produce further changes – not only in
individual perspectives, but in networks and relationships, policy, and filmmaking
practice? Chiscuzzu and Guida were simultaneously ambitious and realistic about
Maka’s distribution; the film seems unlikely to reach a large, mainstream audience.
However, if the hybrid, dialogic qualities of the film’s production inform its subsequent
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circulation, engaging an ever-greater variety of audiences and voices, Maka’s ‘drop in the
ocean’ might begin to resemble a shower.
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